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1st 100% Club in Wisconsin
May 2011

Three Lakes Model Railroad Club
Volume 2, Number 5

“Repair and Maintenance of Older Model Rail
Engines and Rolling Stock” by Jim Brown,
President Rhinelander Railroad Assn. Saturday
June 4th at 10 AM with a visit to his layout.
Jim Brown, President of Rhineland Railroad Association will present
a clinic on the care and feeding of your older classical equipment. Jim is the proven best
of us all when it comes to making older stuff run. He has more experience with Marx,
Lionel and American Flyer than perhaps the rest of us combined. If you have a problem
loco: bring it along.
If you have American Flyer or scale equipment in S gauge, bring it along. It should run
on Jim’s layout if it was built after 1946.
Instructions for the trip to Jim’s house are on the map: However, if you’re coming in
from the west on Rt 51, go east one mile on Rt 8, then left (north) on Birch Bay, cross the
RR, turn Right go east on N, then Left (north) on Hancock Oneida Lake Rd, then in 300
yds left on Virgin Lake Road (stay on paved road) to the end. Turn left when you see a
white building with green trim, onto Pine Cone Drive then immediately into 2372 past
the cross bucks. You’ve arrived in Railroad country.
If you’re coming from Rhinelander, it’s about 12 miles west on Rt 8 from Rt 47. Avoid
the first N at Woodboro, wait until near Manson Lake, then take N to the right, or north
and cross the RR tracks, then turn immediately right onto Hancock Oneida Lake Rd and
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in 300 yards turn left onto Virgin Lake Road (stay on the paved surface to the end).
Then, turn left when you see a white building with green trim, turn left into 2372 Pine
Cone Drive past the cross bucks. You’ve arrived just like those coming from the west.
Here’s a modest map of the route. Call 715-282-7935 if hopelessly lost.

Plan and Build Your Layout

a Clinic by Jim Brown and Roger Blocks

On May 14th we met in the Reiter Center in Three Lakes, WI. Our location was arranged
though the gracious help of Richard Selman of Three Lakes. Dick models in O gauge
and has been a regular in attendance at our joint clinics.
The clinic covered the topic of planning and building a layout. We showed a variety of
approaches to the topic. Some layouts are based on money and some on thrift. Some
layouts concentrate totally on a model of realism. Other layouts are a collection of
historical items and remembrances. One mans view is not that of another. City layouts
and mountain layouts were represented. So also was Wisconsin. Our state rail offers us a
great theme. The most famous layout, John Allen’s Gorre and Daphetid of Monterey,
California was covered. Walt Disney’s varied layouts, from his original tinplate O gauge
up to his final 1:1 works at Disneyland was reviewed.
Jim and Roger presented two different techniques to build realistic layout platforms,
scenery and track-work. Jim has an NMRA Golden Spike; thus, you’ll want to see his
layout on June 4th. Bring your camera, an old engine and a friend. You’ll enjoy it!
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The following are written slides, and contain the main points of our discussion. Sorry,
you had to have been there for the many layout photos. This is our clinic handout for
May.
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Railroad Happenings: or semi local coming events..
%
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July 3-9, 2011 NMRA 76th National Convention, Sacramento, California
See
http://www.x2011west.org/%
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Members of the TLMRC :

(as of January 10, 2011) : (list purged July 2011)
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View from the Tower
Looking out over the lakes we see water again and springtime has arrived. In many
places this means modelers getting out of the basement or other model railroad hideaway,
but here in the North Woods we look forward to the return of our warm weather friends
and new visitors who may learn from us and also have something to share with us.
I want to share a new view I have been working on for our club web site. This will be on
the home page of our web site that I have been working on over the last few weeks.
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My time has been taken up by lighting and working on 3 different shows for High
Schools and attending my daughter’s college graduation. All of this has not stopped me
from working on some new ideas for clinics and signal system trials.
Operation is a topic that we are looking at for clinics and articles and I have a number of
ideas to share about prototype operations. Running trains as a model business of moving
merchandise from one location to another, sorting cars in a yard and delivering the goods
can be a fun activity.
The NMRA AP program for Chief Dispatcher is worth looking at for guidelines as we
look at ideas for building layouts. Where will the railroad traffic come from and is there
business on our lines to ship to other parts of the world?
We may have a logging line from the woods to the saw, or paper mill or a connection
with a mainline road moving containers from around the world. In either case there is
bidirectional traffic to be considered. In the woods we must feed the men and equipment
with supplies coming back into the woods from the mills and empty log cars must be
returned to the woods.
I am looking at a wealth of topics for the coming year from easy, inexpensive, animation
of crossing lights flashing to the use of photography for not only showing of our layouts
but as using our beautiful surroundings as backdrops on our backdrops.
Please let me know by e-mail (I may forget conversations) what you would like to
explore in our meetings and what you would like to share with the club by presentation,
visit, or newsletter.
I look forward to seeing you around town, on the water and at the CHOo ChoO Store in
the following weeks.
Paul Wussow

Editors Note:
Again, please note: We are a 100% NMRA club. Several guys are nearing the end of
their membership periods. Please take care of your dues with national. If you have a
problem (as in no magazine, clinics or newsletter) let me know and we’ll do our best to
help you. We are an active group.
Paul Wussow contributed his own layout production DVD to RRA Library and the Choo
Choo Store to help layout builders. Thanks Paul.
RGB
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